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Abstract
Amino acid side chains adopt a discrete set of favorable conformations typically referred to as
rotamers. The relative energies of rotamers partially determine which side chain conformations are
more often observed in protein structures and accurate estimates of these energies are important for
predicting protein structure and designing new proteins. Protein modelers typically calculate side
chain rotamer energies by using molecular mechanics (MM) potentials or by converting rotamer
probabilities from the protein database (PDB) into relative free energies. One limitation of the
knowledge-based energies is that rotamer preferences observed in the PDB can reflect internal side
chain energies as well as longer-range interactions with the rest of the protein. Here, we test an
alternative approach for calculating rotamer energies. We use three different quantum mechanics
(QM) methods (second order Moller-Plesset (MP2), density functional theory (DFT) energy
calculation using the B3LYP functional, and Hartree-Fock) to calculate the energy of amino acid
rotamers in a dipeptide model system, and then use these pre-calculated values in side chain
placement simulations. Energies were calculated for over 35,000 different conformations of leucine,
isoleucine and valine dipeptides with backbone torsion angles from the helical and strand regions of
the Ramachandran plot. In a subset of cases these energies differ significantly from those calculated
with standard molecular mechanics potentials or those derived from PDB statistics. We find that in
these cases the energies from the QM methods result in more accurate placement of amino acid side
chains in structure prediction tests.
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Introduction
Amino acid side chains adopt a variety of conformations. An accurate estimate of the relative
energies of different side chain conformations is essential for high resolution structure
prediction, protein design and modeling protein dynamics. These energies are generally
calculated by using molecular mechanics (MM) potentials or by deriving energies from the
probability of observing a particular side chain conformation in the PDB 1 2. Most MM
potentials use empirically derived functions to model the energetics of bond stretching, bending
and torsion angle perturbation 3. Non-bonded interactions are generally modeled with a
Lennard-Jones potential and a form of Coulomb's potential to model electrostatics. MM
potentials are often parameterized to match results from quantum mechanics (QM) calculations
on model compounds. The advantage of MM potentials is that they are generalizable to a variety
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of atom types, they are fast to evaluate and the same force field can be applied throughout a
molecule. For instance, the same MM expressions can be used to model energetics within an
amino acid side chain as between side chains. A limitation of MM potentials is that the
calculated energies are sensitive to the model systems used to parameterize them 4. Different
MM potentials often give different answers when evaluating the same set of molecules, for
instance, producing a MM potential that accurately represents the torsional preferences of a
peptide backbone has proven to be difficult 5-7.
A common alternative to MM potentials are knowledge-based energy functions. Comparative
analysis of amino acid side chains in protein structures has shown that most side chains only
adopt a limited set of conformations, typically referred to as rotamers 8. Additionally, some
rotamers of an amino acid are observed more often than others, suggesting that the internal
energies of the various rotamers are not equal. Using protein structures from the PDB, databases
have been constructed, commonly referred to as rotamer libraries, that specify the most
commonly observed torsion angles associated with each rotamer of an amino acid, and the
frequency that the various rotamers are observed in the protein database, most recently
reviewed by Dunbrack9. Because rotamer probabilities depend on the local environment of a
side chain, the probabilities are often measured as a function of the backbone dihedral angles
of a residue, or as a function of secondary structure 10. Rotamer probabilities are typically
converted to energy by assuming Boltzmann sampling and taking the logarithm of the
probability11. This assumption was supported in one case by showing that the relative
favorability of different methionine rotamers as determined by high level quantum mechanics
simulations matches the preference of methionine to adapt a particular rotamer in the
PDB12. Knowledge-based torsional preferences have been used with good success to predict
the conformations of amino acid side chains and to design new protein structures and functions
13,14.
However, there are situations in which a knowledge-based approach may lead to an inaccurate
estimate of protein energy. Particularly challenging is making sure that the knowledge-based
term does not represent energies that are included in other terms in the energy function. For
example, many modeling programs use a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential evaluated between pairs
of atoms to model van der Waals forces and steric repulsion. If the LJ potential is evaluated
between pairs of atoms that contribute to rotamer probabilities observed in the PDB, then there
will be double counting. In some cases it is clear which atom pairs to ignore to prevent double
counting; if rotamer statistics are being used to evaluate side chain preferences than atom pairs
within a side chain should not be considered. It is less clear if atom pair energies should be
considered with backbone atoms in the neighboring residue. It will depend in part if the rotamer
statistics are compiled as a function of the protein backbone dihedral angles. Because the amide
group of the following residue (i+1) and the carbonyl group of the preceding residue (I -1) are
determined by the phi and psi angles of the central residue (i), it can be argued that atom pair
energies should not be calculated between these groups and the side chain of i. Potentially even
more subtle are longer range interactions commonly observed in protein secondary structure.
In a helix, the preferred side chain conformation at residue i is determined in part by interactions
with the residue at positions i-3 and i-4, and therefore, the energetics of this interaction is folded
into rotamer statistics of helical residues from the PDB.
Instead of using MM potentials or knowledge-based potentials to calculate protein energetics,
an alternative approach is to use direct quantum mechanics (QM) calculations. Energies from
QM calculations have been shown to more accurately reproduce backbone and side chain
dihedral preferences in the PDB5,12. A crucial limitation of QM is that in general it can not
be applied to full-sized proteins, and even for a single amino acid most QM simulations require
on the order of minutes to perform. For this reason it is not feasible to perform a QM simulation
on every structure that is created during a protein design simulation or a molecular dynamics
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simulation. However, because only a limited set of side chain conformations are observed
during a protein simulation, it is possible to precompute the energy of a side chain in various
conformations with QM, and than use these energies during protein simulations. Here, we
explore this approach by precomputing energies of ∼35,000 conformations of valine,
isoleucine and leucine with QM calculations, and then test these energies in side chain
prediction tests on full-size proteins. We find that in situations where knowledge-based
potentials are more likely to double count or miscount interactions, that the QM energies
provide more accurate side chain predictions.
Materials and Methods
Dipeptides
To calculate the internal energies of amino acid side chain rotamers QM and MM calculations
were performed on amino acid dipeptides (ACE-X-NME, where X is the amino acid being
tested) (figure 1). The dipeptide is commonly used to probe side chain energetics because the
relative positions of all the atoms in a dipeptide are primarily determined by phi, psi and the
side chain chi angle of a single residue. Backbone and side chain dihedral angles were fixed
to their desired values during the calculations. Backbone dihedral angles were sampled
combinatorially in regions of phi/psi space that correspond to α-helical and β-strand
conformations (α: phi = -70 to -40 and psi = -50 to -20, β: phi = -110 to -160 and psi = 110 to
160) in ten degree intervals. Chi angles were sampled at their canonical angles (-60, 60, 180)
and ±10, ±20, and ±30 degrees; resulting in 336 valine-α structures, 7056 isoleucine-α/leucine-
α structures, 504 valine-β structures, and 10584 isoleucine-β/leucine-β structures. When
referring to the various rotamers we use the nomenclature established in Lovell et al. 10 where
“m” is minus gauche (-g, ∼-60), “p” is plus gauche (+g, ∼+60), and “t” is trans (t, ∼180).
MM
Molecular mechanics simulations on the constrained dipeptides were carried out using the
CHARMM force field (version 22) 15 and Cedar molecular mechanics force fields as
implemented in the molecular mechanics package Sigma 16,17. The phi, psi, and chi dihedral
angles of each dipeptide were constrained using a 1000 kcal / mol force. To optimize bond
angles, bond lengths, and unconstrained dihedrals, structures were put through 2000 rounds of
conjugate gradient minimization. Amber version 9 with the FF99 force field was also used to
evaluate the energies of the dipeptides. As with the Cedar and CHARMM methods, the phi,
psi, and chi dihedrals angles were constrained using a 5000 kcal / mol force and structure
optimization was done with 5000 cycles of conjugate gradient minimization. The dihedral
constraint energy was not included in the final calculated energies.
QM
Quantum mechanics calculations were carried out using Gaussian03 from Gaussian Inc.18.
Energies were calculated by first performing a Hartree Fock (HF) minimization followed by
a second order Moller-Plesset (MP2) energy calculation and a density functional theory (DFT)
energy calculation using the B3LYP functional. In addition to the MP2 and DFT energies the
final energy from the HF minimization was also used in the tests described below. All
calculations were performed with the 6-31G(d) basis set except where noted. The HF
minimization is the slowest step in this process. To shorten the time of the calculations and to
prevent large clashes that can occur when the dihedral angles of a starting structure are rotated
and fixed, the starting structure used for each minimization varied by only ten degrees in either
phi, psi or one of the chi dihedrals from the target set of angles. For example a minimized valine
dipeptide with phi = -60, psi = -40, chi1 = -60, would be allowed to serve as a starting structure
for ((-70 or -50), -40, -60), (-60, (-50 or -30), -60), and (-60, -40, (-70 or -50)).
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Each class of calculations (valine-α, valine-β, isoleucine-α, isoleucine-β, leucine-α, leucine-
β) had one set of phi/psi values tested with a larger basis (6-31+G(d), 6-311+G(d)) set to see
if increasing the size of the basis set lead to improvements in the rotamer prediction
benchmarks. Only the leucine α class of dipeptides showed improvement with an increased
basis set (6-31+G(d)) and the entire phi/psi range was rerun using this larger basis set.
Calculations were performed on either a IBM P690 Model 681 running AIX or an SGI Altix
3700bx2 running RedHat Enterprise Linux 3 maintained by the UNC Information Technology
Services (http://its.unc.edu) (both) or the National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(IBM P690). Calculations on either machine take ∼1 hour of CPU time per structure with the
6-31G(d) basis set and ∼3 hours using the 6-31+G(d) basis set.
Knowledge-based rotamer energies
Knowledge-based rotamer energies were computed using the protein modeling program
Rosetta:
(1)
where Pchi is the probability that a particular rotamer will have a certain set of chi angles (χ⃗),
Prot is the probability that, given phi and psi, a particular amino acid (aa) will adopt a particular
rotamer (rot). Prot is taken directly from Dunbrack's most recent rotamer library
(http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/). Pchi is determined using the standard deviations included in




Where χ (i) is the torsion angle for the ith chi angle, χ̄, is the average value for that chi angle
for a particular rotamer, and σχ is the standard deviation for that chi angle for the same rotamer.
Side chain prediction tests
To determine the usefulness of the different methods for calculating the relative energies of
amino acid rotamers, we tested them to see how accurately they could reproduce native side
chain conformations from a set of ∼2800 protein structures with a resolution not higher than
2.0 angstroms 19. In these tests the side chain of a residue was removed and rebuilt with Rosetta
in the context of the whole protein. Neighboring residues were held fixed. The energy of each
rotamer in the context of the whole protein was calculated by adding the intrinsic energy of
the rotamer, as determined by the theoretical calculations on the dipeptides, to the standard
Rosetta energy. Because the theoretical calculations were performed for 10 degree increments
of phi, psi and chi angles, linear interpolation was used to estimate the energy for a specific
set of torsion angles. The knowledge-based term usually used to evaluate internal rotamer
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preferences was removed from the Rosetta energy function except in the cases in which it was
being tested. The lowest energy rotamer in the context of the whole protein was taken as the
Rosetta prediction. The test was performed for all valine, isoleucine and leucine residues with
phi and psi angles in the range covered by the QM simulations. Each side chain was sampled
at its most probable chi angle (as given by Dunbrack's backbone dependent rotamer library)
as well a chi angles that varied ±0.5, ±1, ±1.5, and ±2 standard deviations away from the mean
(again as given by Dunbrack's backbone dependent library). This results in 27 rotamers for
each valine and 729 rotamers for isoleucine and leucine.
To insure that the position of the side chain was well-defined in the crystal structure, residues
were only used for the side-chain replacement test if all atoms of the side chain in the crystal
structure had B-factors less than 20. In the case of leucine rotamers, if the native conformation
in the crystal structure was one of the commonly mistakenly assigned mp* and tt* rotamers
10, the position was omitted.
Analysis of side chain prediction results
A number of statistics were gathered to determine how well side chain conformations were
predicted.
Percent Total correct—The percent of residue positions where the side chain conformation
was correctly predicted. A prediction was considered correct if all chi angles in the predicted
side chain were within the same torsional basin as the native side chain.
Percent Correct and Chi Free—The percent of residue positions where the rotamer was
correctly predicted given that the position was “free.” A residue is considered free if the
preferred side chain conformation is not primarily determined by repulsive interactions with
neighboring residues. We define a position to be free if the repulsive energy as computed by
Rosetta between the side chain and neighboring residues is less than 0.5 kcal / mol for at least
two alternate side chain conformations, where the conformations differ by more than 60 degrees
in at least one of their chi angles. For Percent Correct and Chi1 Free, a position is only
considered free if 2 conformations with low repulsive energies have chi1 angles that differ by
more than 60 degrees.
Percent Minimum Energy and Closest Chi—The percent of positions where the dihedral
angle with the lowest energy is the closest to that of the native angle of all the dihedrals tested.
Standard Rosetta Energy Function
The Rosetta energy function has been described previously 20. Directly relevant to this study
is the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential that is used to evaluate van der Waals forces and steric
repulsion. This potential is evaluated between most pairs of atoms in the protein. It is not
evaluated between atoms within a residue. In addition it is not evaluated between the amide
group and cα of residue i+1 and the atoms in i, and it is not evaluated between the carbonyl
group and cα of the preceding residue (i-1) and the atoms in i. These interactions are left out
because these interactions should be accounted for by backbone dependent rotamer energies
derived from PDB statistics. These interactions with the neighboring backbone atoms will also
contribute to the energies calculated for the dipeptides, and therefore it is appropriate that these
energies are not included in the Rosetta Lennard-Jones calculations. Explicit hydrogens are
modeled on all atoms, but they are only used to check for steric overlap and only contribute to
the energy of the protein when they have Lennard-Jones energies that are greater than zero.
The van der Waals radii and Lennard-Jones well depths have been described previously 20.
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QM and MM energy calculations were performed on dipeptides of valine, isoleucine and
leucine with a variety of side chain conformations and phi and psi angles from either the α-
helical or β-strand regions of the Ramachandran plot. In many cases, the QM energies from
the final step of the HF minimization or the MP2 or DFT energy calculations were significantly
different from those calculated with the CHARMM22, Cedar or Amber force fields. For
example, for a valine dipeptide with a phi of -60° and a psi of -40° the m (chi1 ∼ -60°) rotamer
is predicted by the CHARMM22 force field to be -0.8 kcal / mol more favorable than the p
rotamer (chi 1 ∼ 60°) (figure 2). QM calculations at the MP2 level predict the opposite; the p
rotamer is predicted to be -0.6 kcal / mol more favorable than the m rotamer. These are
significant differences when one considers that proteins are only stable by a few kcals / mol.
In some cases, the most preferred chi angle for each rotamer also differed between the QM and
MM simulations. For the valine dipeptide the QM calculations of the HF energy preferred a
chi1 near 170° for the t rotamer while the CHARMM22 force field favors a chi1 near 190°
(figure 2). A complete list of calculated energies is provided in the supplementary material.
Energy calculations with dipeptides that have different phi and psi angles highlight the
importance of interactions between the side chain and the local backbone. The relative energies
of the rotamers often shift dramatically with just small changes in one of the backbone dihedral
angles: for valine with a phi -50° and a psi of -30° the QM calculations (MP2) predict that the
t rotamer is 0.8 kcal / mol less favorable than the m rotamer, when psi is shifted to -50° the
situation is reversed and the t rotamer is predicted to be 1.1 kcal / mol more favorable than the
m rotamer (figure 3, table 1). This dramatic change with such a small change in psi reflects
interactions between the backbone carbonyl oxygen and the side chain methyl groups on valine.
In general when the backbone torsion angles are varied, the energies calculated with the 3 MM
potentials follow the same trends observed with the 3 QM calculations. The strong dependence
of rotamer energies on phi and psi indicates that if precomputed rotamer energies are to be
used during protein simulations, they should be calculated as a function of phi and psi, and phi
and psi should be sampled at least every 10 degrees.
To compare the QM and MM energies with rotamer statistics from the PDB, the energies were
converted to rotamer probabilities assuming a Boltzmann distribution and a temperature of 298
K (figure 4). Overall agreement between two methods for a single amino acid and backbone
conformation was measured by computing the root mean square deviation between the
probabilities of observing each rotamer (table II). The biggest differences between the PDB
statistics and the theoretical methods occur for valine and isoleucine with helical phi and psi
angles. Unlike most amino acids, valine and isoleucine are β-branched, i.e. there are two non-
hydrogen side chain atoms bonded to the Cβ atom. When a valine or isoleucine is in a α-helix
there is only one chi 1 rotamer it can adopt and avoid a clash between its Cβ groups and the
carbonyl oxygen on residue i-3. This restriction on chi 1 is evident in the PDB statistics (figure
4), but is absent from the theoretical calculations that were performed in the context of a
dipeptide. This provides a clear example of a case where double counting will occur if PDB
statistics are used in combination with Lennard-Jones energies when calculating the energy of
residues i and i-3. Tables showing the rotamer probabilities binned by phi and psi dihedral
angles for all of the theoretical methods are provided in the supplementary material.
Aside from valine and isoleucine in the helical region, the energies calculated with QM and
MM match reasonably with those derived from PDB statistics, although there are some specific
cases where the MM potentials deviate significantly. The Amber potential favors the TP
rotamer over the MT rotamer for leucine when it has helical torsion angles, but the MT rotamer
is more commonly observed in the PDB. The Cedar potential strongly favors the trans rotamer
for valine when it has β backbone angles, but this is the least common rotamer in the PDB. Not
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surprisingly, the aforementioned potentials perform poorly in side chain prediction tests for
the regions of Ramachandran space in which they deviated from the QM and the PDB statistics.
Side chain prediction tests
We have shown several examples that demonstrate that the three different approaches, QM,
MM and knowledge-based, give significantly different energies for many side chain rotamers.
To determine which of these potentials more accurately represents the internal energy of amino
acid residues, we performed side chain prediction tests with the Rosetta protein modeling
program. In these tests a single side chain was removed from a residue in a protein, and Rosetta
was used to predict the conformation of the removed side chain. The prediction was performed
by cycling through all rotamers and sub-rotamers of the missing amino acid and choosing the
one with the lowest energy. The energy function was a linear sum of the internal energy of the
rotamer, as calculated by the QM, MM or knowledge-based potential, and long range
interactions between the rotamer and its neighbors calculated with the standard Rosetta energy
function. Neighboring residues were held fixed in this test because QM energies are only
available for valine, isoleucine and leucine. As a control, tests were also performed in which
each rotamer of an amino acid was assumed to have equal internal energy (flat). The side chain
prediction test was performed on 5360 valine-α, 6377 valine-β, 7569 leucine-α, 2546 leucine-
β, 4278 isoleucine-α and 3928 isoleucine-β positions in over 2800 proteins. The predictions
were analyzed to determine how often the correct rotamers were predicted (i.e. the correct
torsional wells), and how close the chi angles were to the native chi angles as described in the
materials and methods section.
Overall, all of the methods do well in the side chain prediction test; all of them predict the
correct rotamer at more than 90% of the positions. This result was expected because at most
sequence positions only one rotamer can fit without clashing with the neighboring residues,
and the energy from a clash will overwhelm the internal energies of the amino acids. Indeed,
in the tests without any internal energy for the side chain the correct rotamer was predicted
over 85% of the time. This does not indicate that the internal rotamer energies are unimportant.
This test is artificial in that we are keeping all the neighbors fixed as well as the protein
backbone. In a full protein simulation all backbone positions and side chains are free to vary
and changes in 1 kcal / mol as a side chain moves to a new rotamer are certainly important. To
make the test more discriminatory, we focused on sequence positions at which the correct
rotamer was not specified by simply looking for clashes with neighboring residues. If a side
chain could adopt two rotamers that had a predicted clash score of less than 0.5 kcal / mol and
differed by more than 60° at chi 1, than that position was included in our refined test. Because
isoleucine, valine, and leucine are often found in the interior of a protein, this filter removed
a large number of sequence positions from our test. The filter reduced the number of test
positions to 118 valine-α, 549 valine-β, 842 leucine-α, 761 leucine-β, 2949 isoleucine-α and
477 isoleucine-β.
In the filtered side chain prediction test there are notable differences between the three methods,
reflecting the different energies the methods give for the internal energy of rotamers. The
largest differences are seen for isoleucines and valines with helical phi and psi angles. Rosetta's
knowledge-based potential, which is based on Dunbrack's backbone dependent rotamer library,
only picks the correct rotamer 53% of the time for valine and 41% for isoleucine (table III).
The QM calculations with the HF energy predict the correct rotamer 67% of the time for valine
and isoleucine. The prediction accuracy with the MM potentials vary significantly; Cedar only
places 35% of the valine side chains accurately while CHARMM22 places 55% correctly.
These results confirm that for isoleucine and valine with helical torsion angles that the
knowledge-based potential does not accurately reflect the internal energy of isoleucine and
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valine, but rather the potential is dominated by interactions that isoleucine and valine make
with neighboring residues in a helix.
For residues with phi and psi angles in the β-strand region of the Ramachandran plot the QM
and knowledge-based potentials do equally well. This suggests that for these residues that the
knowledge-based potential is a fairly accurate measure of the internal energy of a side chain.
The results with the MM potentials are more varied, and no single potential performs as well
as the QM potential or the knowledge-based potential. The complete results table is available
in the supplementary information.
Discussion
Accurate estimates for the relative energies of amino side chain conformations are important
for protein structure prediction, protein design and drug design. Here, we have shown that
various approaches for calculating these energies, molecular mechanics potentials, quantum
mechanics calculations and knowledge-based potentials, can give significantly different
results, in some cases on the order of 1 kcal / mol per side chain. In general, the QM and
knowledge-based energies are more similar with each other than with the results from the
molecular mechanics potentials. To evaluate which potentials were most accurate we
performed side chain prediction tests. In particular, we examined residues in proteins for which
the correct side chain conformation could not be predicted by searching for clashes with
neighboring residues. In most scenarios the QM potentials and the knowledge-based potential
performed equally well. The exceptions were valines and isoleucines with backbone torsion
angles from the helical region of the Ramachandran plot. In these cases the QM potential
significantly outperformed the knowledge-based potential because the knowledge-based
potential is not an accurate representation of the internal energy of the side chains in this
situation, but rather also represents energetics terms derived from being in a helix.
The discrepancy between the QM and knowledge-based energies for β-branched amino acids
with helical torsion angles, highlights one of the potential pitfalls of using knowledge-based
potentials. The physical basis for preferences observed in the protein database may not always
be cleanly assigned to a single energetic effect. For instance, the common hydrogen bond
geometries and distances observed in the backbone of an α-helix represent more than the
relative energy of different hydrogen bond configurations, they also reflect all the other
energetic terms that go in to determining the optimal conformation for a helix. In other words,
when knowledge-based potentials are combined with each other or with molecular mechanics
potentials, there is a possibility of double counting.
The MM potentials gave fairly erratic results: performing well in some cases but poorly in
others. The overall success of the QM energies in side chain prediction tests suggest that they
could be used as a benchmark for improving the MM potentials 21,22. QM simulations on
dipeptides have played extensive roles in the parameterization of molecular mechanics
potentials from the beginning. Recently there have been attempts by the developers of the
CHARMM (version 31) 4,23,24 and ECEPP (version 5) 25 suites to improve the modeling of
the protein backbone using QM simulations similar to those conducted here. Both groups
sampled either the complete or selected regions of phi/psi space of alanine, glycine, and proline
dipeptides. The ECEPP group refit the parameters used to compute backbone torsional energy
while the CHARMM group refit its torsional backbone parameters as well as created a 2D grid
correction scheme. Both groups have shown improved modeling of the protein backbone 26.
In this study we have restricted our tests to hydrophobic amino acids that do not have the
potential to form strong electrostatic interactions between the side chain and the polar atoms
in the backbone. In vacuum QM simulations with dipeptides will not be as useful for
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determining the rotamer preferences of polar side chains. An alternative approach is to perform
QM/MM simulations where the dipeptide is treated by QM and explicit solvent is modeled
with a MM forcefield. This type of approach has been used by Hermans and co-workers to
map out the conformational preferences of solvated peptides 5. The peptides intramolecular
energies were calculated with the self-consistent charge density functional tight binding
method (SCCDFTB) and the solvent was represented by either the SPC or TIP3P models. The
distribution of backbone torsion angles obtained with the QM/MM approach more closely
matched distributions from high-resolution protein structures than did distrubutions obtained
using only MM potentials. Our results suggest that before performing computationally
intensive QM/MM simulations with polar side chains, it will be prudent to test our knowledge-
based potential in side chain prediction test with polar amino acids. The QM/MM simulations
will be most useful for conformations for which the knowledge-based potential is not an
accurate reflection of the internal energy of the residue, but rather reflects longer range
interactions from the protein. In conclusion, our results indicate that calculating the relative
energies of side chain rotamers is still a difficult problem, and combining QM calculations
with knowledge-based scores may be the best way to generate an accurate potential.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Diagrams of the (top) valine, (middle) isoleucine, and (bottom) leucine dipeptides showing
backbone and side chain torsion angles.
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Comparison between the relative energy differences of (black) CHARMM22 MM potential,
(dark grey) Dunbrack rotamer library, or (light grey) energies from the final step of HF
minimization for valine in the α-helical region (phi = -60, psi = -40). Probabilities from the
Dunbrack library were converted to energies using equations 2 and 3 from the text. Energies
for each method were set equal to a value of 0 at a chi of -60 to allow for comparison.
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Relative energy versus psi angle for the M (solid line, circles) and T (dashed line, triangles)
rotamers of valine dipeptides using the HF (black) and CHARMM (dark grey) methods.
Energies shown are for the phi and psi angle shown and the chi angle that had the minimum
energy for that rotamer bin relative to the calculated energy of the M rotamer minimum for
each method at a phi of -50, and psi of -30. Psi and Chi angles are as follows HF (M): -50/-70,
-40/-70, -30/-60, -20/-60; HF (T) -50/170, -40/170, -30/170, -20/170; CHARMM (M) -50/-70,
-40/-60, -30/-60, -20/-60; CHARMM (T) -50/190, -40/190, -30/190, -20/190. See methods for
rotamer labeling.
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Probability of choosing a particular rotamer according to (black) CHARMM22 MM potential,
(dark grey) Dunbrack rotamer library, or (light grey) HF QM potential for isoleucine and
leucine in the canonical α-helical (phi = -60, psi = -40) and β-strand (phi = -110, psi = 130)
region. Log probabilities were calculated from energies and normalized to 1 (P = exp(-E/RT)).
See methods for rotamer labeling.
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